Supplementary Information

Supplementary Figure 1 | Principal component analysis (PCA) in the space of summary statistics performed under the most probable scenario (Scenario 4).
The observations are the simulated datasets and the variables are the summary statistics. Small pink circles correspond to simulated statistics with parameters drawn from the prior distributions, the large pink dots correspond to the simulated datasets drawn from the posteriors distributions and the yellow dot represents the real C. imicola data set.
Supplementary Video clip 1 | NAME simulations of individual trajectories. Full 36-hour backtrajectories for all particles together are presented for each day during the full observation period. Maps were generated using ArcGIS software v10.2.2 (ESRI, Redlands, CA). For C. imicola collections, we reported only the data for the maximum abundance collection date. Nb = number. Locations and collection dates in bold are positive sites for C. imicola in the Pyrénées-Orientales department. H1  H2  H3  H4  H5  H6  H7  H8  H9  H10  H11  H12  H13  H14  H15  H16  H17  H18  H19  H20  H21  H22  H23  H24  H25  H26  H27  H28  H29  H30 For each site, the number of samples (N), the number of haplotypes (H), haplotype (Hd) and nucleotide (π) diversity and their standard deviations (SD) are indicated. Type 1 error is the probability of selecting another scenario when the chosen scenario is true. Type 2 error is the mean probability of selecting the chosen scenario when it is false. The selected (most probable) scenario is highlighted in bold (see also Fig. S7 ). All the summary statistics (used and unused for model selection) were used. For each statistic, the observed value and probability (simulated < observed) are given. For a detail description of the summary statistics, see the DIYABC v.2.0.4 manual. Significant probabilities are represented with an asterisk. Effective population sizes (N) are expressed in number of diploid individuals and times of events (t) in number of generations going back to the past. Conditions among the parameters used during the simulations were ts ≥ tp, te ≥ tp, tc ≥ tp.
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